Abstract: During construction and maintenance of concrete structures, it is important to achieve and preserve good surface quality of their components. The current quality assessment for concrete surfaces, however, heavily relies on manual inspection, which is time demanding and costly. This study presents a new technique that can simultaneously localize and quantify spalling defects on concrete surfaces using a terrestrial laser scanner. Defect-sensitive features, which have complementary properties to each other, are developed and combined for improved localization and quantification of spalling defects. A defect classifier is developed to automatically diagnose whether the investigated surface region is damaged, where the defect is located, and how large it is. Numerical simulations and experiments are conducted to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed defect-detection technique. Furthermore, a parametric study with varying scan parameters is performed for optimal detection performance. The results demonstrate that the proposed technique can properly estimate the location and volume of the concrete spalling defects.
Introduction
Surface defects such as cracks, corrosion, and spalling appear on a concrete structure during construction or in-service stages due to inappropriate curing, continuous external loading, or environmental changes [Portland Cement Association (PCA) 2001]. These defects on a concrete surface may become severe as time passes and can reach a certain level such that the steel rebars inside concrete structures are exposed and corrode, compromising serviceability and safety of the structures. Furthermore, the consequence of poor quality assessment can be expensive. It was reported that defects on concrete components during construction, such as cracks and local mass losses, could result in rework costs up to 6-12% of the total construction costs (Josephson and Hammarlund 1999) .
Currently, defects on the surface of concrete structures are manually inspected by certified personnel. During the construction stage of a concrete structure, inspectors use contact-type devices, such as a measuring tape or profilometer, to identify the size and location of surface defects. The profilometer moves above the concrete surface in a predetermined pattern and measures the elevations of the surface, which are then compared with the as-designed elevations (Tang et al. 2011) . For an in-service structure, visual inspection is carried out regularly by inspectors to identify the extent of the defects and deterioration in the structure. According to the current National Bridge Inspection Standards by the U.S. DOT [Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) 2009], all public highway bridges in the United States should be visually inspected at least once in every 2 years. During the inspection, the inspectors evaluate the actual conditions of a bridge by documenting and quantifying defects appearing on the primary concrete components, such as girders and piers. The inspectors usually take photos of the defects to ensure that the locations of the surface defects are known, and this information is used to rate the condition of the bridge.
However, the existing methods for quality assessment of concrete surface have several limitations. First, the results from manual inspections are subjective and may not be reliable [American Concrete Institute (ACI) 2007; Patterson et al. 1997] . Second, manual inspection or a profilometer is costly and time consuming (Zhu and Bilakis 2008) . Third, a number of safety risks are associated with the access to high-rise structures or heavy traffic zones during manual inspections. It is reported that 160 of 24,000 publicly owned bridges in California are identified as those where climbing is the only means to perform bridge inspections (Sahs 2000) . Hence, there is an urgent need to change the quality-assessment paradigm for concrete surfaces from manual inspection to efficient and accurate sensing-based inspection.
Many researchers have explored noncontact sensing techniques to overcome the limitations of the conventional inspection methods. The use of visual images is the most popular approach to detect exterior defects of a structure because it is speedy and inexpensive. As for the detection of cracks, Hutchinson and Chen (2006) proposed a probabilistic method based on Bayesian decision theory for automatic crack detection from images. Barazzetti and Scaiono (2009) used the RGB intensity to detect cracks and then computed the crack width at a given cross section. As for the detection of air pockets, Suwwanakarn et al. (2007) proposed the use of three circular filters to detect air pockets on the surfaces of concrete. As for the detection of spallings, Koch and Brilakis (2011) proposed a technique utilizing image segmentation and morphological thinning. While the image-based methods can offer good accuracy, their performance is heavily affected by lighting conditions. Furthermore, although identification of defect sizes such as length, width, depth, and volume is important for assessment of concrete structures, these types of qualitative information cannot be retrieved using imagebased methods without certain prior knowledge such as the distance between a camera and a target structure or the size of a reference target.
Recently, the terrestrial laser scanner (TLS) has gained attention from the civil engineering discipline. TLS measures the geometric data of an object's surface by rotating the scanning head rapidly along both horizontal and vertical directions, and generates a wealth of spatial information called a point cloud. There are two types of laser scanning technology, namely, (1) time-of-flight (TOF) and (2) phase shift. The TOF TLS sends out a laser pulse and measures the arrival time of the laser pulse reflected from a target point. By contrast, phase-shift TLS emits a continuous sinusoidal laser beam and estimates the distance by measuring the phase difference between the emitted and reflected sinusoidal laser beams. Typically, the TOF TLS is suitable for long-range measurement up to 6,000 m, has a measurement speed up to 125,000 points=s, and 4-10 mm accuracy at a distance of 100 m (RIEGL 2013). By contrast, the phase-shift TLS has a faster measurement speed up to 976,000 points=s, and is suitable for short-range scanning (2-4 mm accuracy at a distance of 20 m; Olsen et al. 2010; FARO 2013) . Because of these outstanding advantages over the other conventional sensing techniques, TLS has been widely adopted in various civil engineering fields, such as three-dimensional (3D) modeling of structures (Son et al. 2002) , historical preservation (Bernardini et al. 2002) , and deflection measurement of structures (Park et al. 2007; Gordon and Lichti 2007) .
Using the point-cloud data acquired from the TLS, researchers have proposed algorithms to detect and visualize defects on concrete surfaces. Teza et al. (2009) proposed a defect-detection technique based on the computation of the mean and Gaussian curvatures of the surface. Tang et al. (2011) compared detectability of surface flatness defects with different algorithms and scanners. Olsen et al. (2010 Olsen et al. ( , 2013 proposed a technique that analyzed the volumetric change of a reinforced concrete structure using I-Site Studio 3.0 software program and discussed the potential of integrating TLS scan points with intensity images for recognizing complex defect patterns, respectively. Liu et al. (2011) proposed a distanceand gradient-based volume loss-detection technique for an in situ concrete bridge. Mizoguchi et al. (2013) estimated the depth of scaling defects based on a customized region growing approach.
Despite a large volume of literature on TLS-based defect detection of concrete surfaces, little attention has been paid on simultaneous and quantitative estimation of defect location and volume loss. Moreover, there has been no logistic guidance for optimal scanning-parameter selection, although it can be useful in practice. Hence, it is necessary to develop a technique that can accurately localize and quantify concrete-surface defects, and identify an optimal scanning parameter for enhancing the detectability of surface defects.
This paper presents a new and automated technique that can simultaneously localize and quantify spalling defects on concrete surfaces using TLS. A defect classifier is developed to examine whether each investigated surface region is damaged, where the defect is located, and how large it is. Two defect-sensitive features are proposed to improve the accuracy of the defect-size estimation. A parametric study with varying scan parameters is performed with the aims of enhancing the detectability of defects and providing guideline for the optimal selection of scan parameters. Numerical simulations and experimental tests are conducted on concrete surfaces to demonstrate the potential of the proposed simultaneous defect localization and quantification technique. Compared with other previous studies, the proposed technique can offer the following features: (1) autonomous and simultaneous spalling defect localization and volume estimation, (2) improved defect localization and quantification with a combination of complementary defect-sensitive features, and (3) guidance for optimal scanparameter selection.
This paper is organized as follows: First, the proposed technique for simultaneous spalling defect localization and volume estimation is formulated. Then, numerical simulations and experimental tests are presented to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed technique. Finally, the paper concludes with a brief summary and discussions for future work.
Development of a Concrete Spalling DefectDetection Technique Fig. 1(a) presents an overview of the proposed concrete spalling defect-detection technique. Here, importantly the term spalling used in this study is defined as a deeper surface defect than scaling, often appearing as circular or oval depressions on surfaces (PCA 2001) . The target object is assumed to be a rectangular concrete structure. The TLS is positioned at a certain distance from the target concrete structure and scans the concrete surface. First, a region of interest (ROI) is selected, and then the TLS captures the 3D coordinate information of the scanned points inside the ROI. Fig. 1 . Overview of the proposed concrete spalling defect-detection technique: (a) TLS configuration for concrete-surface scanning; (b) overall procedure Fig. 1(b) shows the overall procedures for the proposed automated technique, which include coordinate transformation, defect localization, and defect quantification. The word automated used in this study implies that, once the raw scan data within a ROI become available, the proposed technique operates in a fully automated way for all data processing from coordinate transformation to defect quantification. Details for each step are described in the following sections.
Coordinate Transformation
Once point-cloud data are acquired from the TLS, their 3D coordinates with respect to the TLS are transformed to a new coordinate system with respect to the target object. The main purpose of this coordinate transformation is to remove unwanted background scan points behind the target so that only scan points within the target surface are retained for data processing. The removal can be easily achieved after the coordinate transformation by setting a proper region for each of three axes of the new coordinate system.
For the coordinate transformation, three pixel points near the corners of the target structure are automatically determined from the range image, which can be generated from the point cloud.
Here, each pixel of the range image and each scan point are coupled together so that each pixel of the range image holds the distance value from the TLS to the corresponding scan point. In addition, at this stage only pixel points near the exact corners are identified and used for the coordinate transformation because the range values of the exact corners have large measurement errors due to the mixed pixel problem (Hebert and Krotkov 1991) . Fig. 2(a) shows the range image of the ROI of the target object. The target object closer to the TLS is shown in black while the background of the object is shown in white. To determine three pixel points near the corners of the target object, the exact corners of the target object are first extracted by intersecting the edge lines obtained from the Hough transform as shown in Fig. 2(b) . Subsequently, the three pixel points used for the coordinate transformation in Fig. 2 (c) are determined using the proposed algorithm in Fig. 3 . First, candidate pixel points surrounding each corner point (C1, C2, and C3) are limited to (1) the ones from each corner point within a certain margin bound (ϵ) and (2) with a range distance less than a range threshold (TR; γ). The ϵ and γ are selected to be 10 pixels and the mean range value of the range image such that only pixel points, which are on the target-object surface and 10-pixel distance from each corner point, are selected as candidate pixel points. An iterative search for the best three pixel points is then performed based on a condition that the horizontal and vertical lines formed by the three scan points corresponding to the selected three pixel points are orthogonal in the 3D space. It is important to preserve the orthogonality condition between the two lines in order to avoid any distortions of scan points after coordinate transformation. However, because a perfect right angle between the two lines might not be achieved due to limited spatial resolution of the TLS, three pixel points forming the angle closest to the right angle are determined as shown in Fig. 2(c) . Once the three scan points corresponding to the selected pixel points are extracted, the rotation and the translation matrices for coordinate transformation are determined, and the coordinates of all scan points are transformed with respect to the target-object coordinate system. The unnecessary background scan points are then removed by setting a margin to each of the three axes of the new coordinate system such that only scan points on the target surface are retained for further data processing.
Defect Localization and Quantification

Defect-Sensitive Features
Once the coordinate transformation and the elimination of unwanted scan points are completed, defect localization and quantification processes follow. In this study, two defect-sensitive features, namely, angle deviation and distance deviation, are selected and combined to enhance the detectability on the entire region of spalling defects because each feature has its own unique yet complementary characteristics. Fig. 4 illustrates the definition of the two defect-sensitive features. The angle deviation is defined as the angle difference between the normal vector of a locally fitted plane and the reference direction and the distance deviation stands for the distance difference between a scan point and the globally fitted ) illustrates that the angle deviation from the reference direction increases as the scan point within the defect area moves closer to the defect edges. Therefore, the angle deviation is effective in identifying the defect boundaries. By contrast, as shown in Fig. 4(c) , the distance deviation has a larger value near the center of the defect area rather than near the edges so that the distance deviation is effective in identifying the inside region of defects.
First, the angle deviation for each scan point is computed as follows:
• The local plane of the ith scan point (p i ) is generated from its eight nearest neighboring points (p j i ; j ¼ 1; : : : ; 8).
• The covariance matrix [Cðp i Þ ∈ R 3×3 ] of the eight neighboring points is computed as follows:
wherep i = centroid of the eight neighboring points around p i .
• A principal component analysis is performed on the covariance matrix to estimate a normal vector of the local plane (Shakarji 1998)
whereυ m and λ m stand for the mth eigenvector and eigenvalue of the covariance matrix, respectively. Because the covariance matrix (C) is symmetric and positive definite, its eigenvalues are all real and nonnegative. When the eigenvalues are arranged in an ascending order (0 ≤ λ 1 ≤ λ 2 ≤ λ 3 ), the first eigenvector (υ 1 ) corresponding to the smallest eigenvalue (λ 1 ) approximates the normal vector þn ¼ fn x ; n y ; n z g or its opposite −n. The ambiguity on the sign of the normal vector is resolved by forcing the orientation of all normal vectors to the upward pointing direction (þz axis).
• A defect index [DI 1 ðp i Þ] for the first defect-sensitive feature, that is, the angle deviation from the reference direction, is defined as the average of the angle deviations of the eight neighbor points surrounding p i
where θðp j i Þ denotes the angle deviation of the jth nearest point from the reference direction. Here, the reference direction is set to the þz direction perpendicular to the x-y plane. The DI 1 increases as the scan point within the defect area moves closer to the defect so that DI 1 is effective in identifying the defect boundaries. As the second defect-sensitive feature, the distance deviation of each scan point from a globally fitted plane is defined as illustrated in Fig. 4(c) . Here, the globally fitted plane is obtained by leastsquare fitting a 3D linear plane into all scan points within the target concrete surface. Then, the distance deviation of a scan point (p i ) from the global surface is computed as follows:
where a, b, c, and d = coefficients of the globally fitted plane
, p i ðyÞ, and p i ðzÞ ¼ x; y, and z coordinates of p i , respectively. The DI 2 typically has a larger value near the center of the defect area rather than near the edges as mentioned earlier. Therefore, DI 1 and DI 2 are complementary to each other for defect localization.
Defect Identification and Quantification Procedures
The defect identification and quantification procedures are described here and outlined in Fig. 5 . 1. Subdivision of the target surface area: The entire surface area is virtually divided into a number of subdivisions. Because the spatial resolution of scan points within the target surface is not constant due to different scan parameters (scan distance and incident angle) for each scan point within the target surface, this subdivision process becomes necessary to localize and quantify spalling defects. Here, the size of each subdivision should be small enough to achieve high defect-localization accuracy, but sufficiently larger than the spatial resolution of laser scanning. The effect of the subdivision size on the defect localization is investigated in the experimental test section. 2. Calculation of two defect indices for each scan point: Based on Eqs. (3) and (4) 
where α and (1-α) = weighting factors for DI 1 and DI 2 , respectively. In this study, an equal value of 0.5 is assigned to α and (1-α) such that same contribution to detection of a defect is given to DI 1 (the edge region) and DI 2 (the inner region). DI 1 and DI 2 are combined here because they are complementary to each other as discussed in the previous section. Therefore, the combined index can preserve the individual advantages of the two indices. Here, it is important to note that each index is normalized by dividing its value with the maximum value among all subdivisions, so that each index ranges from 0 to 1. 5. Calculation of a TR: A TR for defect diagnosis is computed from the intact subdivisions of the surface. There are two steps to determine a TR value from the intact subdivisions. 
The form [Eq. (6)] of calculating TR should be derived in the same form as that of Eq. (5) because the TR is nothing but the DI value corresponding to a certain statistical confidence interval. In addition, it is important to note that the candidate intact subdivisions are iteratively updated through the recursive defect-localization step [Step (7)] and finally converged. 6. Initial defect localization: Once DIðS i Þ and TR are computed, initial defect diagnosis is undertaken based on the following statement: "If DIðS i Þ exceeds TR, the corresponding subdivision (S i ) is diagnosed as damaged. Otherwise, the subdivision is classified as healthy." 7. Recursive defect localization: In this step, recursive defect localization is performed for improved defect localization. The initial defect-localization result may not be accurate enough because the global plane necessary for the calculation of DI 2 may even include scan points from defect areas. To improve the defect-localization accuracy, the global plane is refitted at this stage excluding the scan points within the defect areas identified in the previous step. Then, DI 2 is updated, and Steps (3-6) are repeated until there is no difference between the previous and current defect-localization results. 8. Defect quantification: Once all damaged subdivisions are identified, the total volume loss caused by defect is estimated by multiplying the size of each subdivision with the defect depth (the distance deviation of each subdivision from the global plane) and summing up this product over all damaged subdivisions.
Numerical Simulation
Numerical Setup
The proposed concrete spalling defect localization and quantification technique was first validated through a numerical simulation. Fig. 6 shows the configuration of the numerical simulation model. In the simulation, it is assumed that the shape of laser beam is circular and the spatial resolution between two adjacent scan points is equal within the target surface. A 50 × 50 mm virtual panel with a spatial resolution of 1 mm (total 2,601 points) was generated to simulate a set of point-cloud data lying on a concrete surface. Two different types of spalling defects, which are the most common in practice, were considered: (1) concave-shape defect with dimensions of 10 × 10 mm (defect I); (2) flat-top defect with dimensions of 10 × 10 mm (defect II). A maximum thickness of 2 mm at the center of the defect and a uniform thickness of 2 mm were simulated for defects I and II, respectively. To examine the effect of the measurement noise of the TLS on defect-localization and quantification results, Gaussian random noise with zero mean and five different levels of standard deviations (STDs; 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, and 0.5 mm) were added to all virtual scan points. Figs. 7(a and b) show the effectiveness of DI 1 and DI 2 in detecting the edges and the inner regions of the defect areas, respectively. When the two defect-sensitive features are combined, the overall detectability of the defects is enhanced as shown in Fig. 7(c) .
Simulation Results
For the defect classification shown in Fig. 7(d) , a TR value corresponding to a confidence interval of 99% is used. Table 1 summarizes the results of defect localization and volume-loss estimation with varying measurement noise levels. All simulations are repeated 10 times, and the average results are reported.
To evaluate the defect-localization performance of the proposed technique, recall and precision ratios are computed (Su 1994) . Fig. 8 . Definition of recall and precision ratios used for the evaluation of defect-localization performance; recall ratio represents the ratio of the correctly detected defect area (B) to the actual defect area (B þ C), and the precision ratio denotes the rate of the correctly detected defect area (B) to the estimated defect area (A þ B) illustrates the definitions of these two ratios. The recall ratio represents the ratio of the correctly identified defect area (B) to the actual defect area (B þ C), whereas the precision ratio denotes the ratio of the correctly identified defect area (B) to the detected defect area (A þ B) . For the evaluation of defect-volume-estimation performance, the volume-estimation ratio is defined as the ratio of the estimated volume loss to the actual volume loss. From Table 1 , the following observations can be made: (1) As the noise level rises, the recall and volume-estimation ratios decrease and the precision ratio increases. This trend is attributed to the fact that the TR value is mainly affected by the noise level. With a lower noise level, the TR value becomes lower and the defect size is overestimated. By contrast, with a higher noise level, only severely damaged subdivisions inside a defect are detected, resulting in low recall and volume-estimation ratios but a high precision ratio; (2) The overall best performance is obtained with a noise level of 0.3 mm; (3) The flat-top defect (defect II) is more easily detected than the concave-shape defect (defect I).
Laboratory Experiments
Description of Laboratory Specimen Tests
Laboratory tests were conducted to further validate the proposed spalling defect localization and quantification technique. The overall test configuration and details of the test specimen are shown in Fig. 9 . FARO Focus-3D, which offers a distance accuracy of AE2 mm at 20 m, was used for data acquisition (FARO 2013) . The TLS was mounted on a tripod at a height of 1.5 m, which was the same height as the center of the test specimen as shown in Fig. 9(a) . A planar Styrofoam with dimensions of 600 × 350 mm was used as the test specimen, and eight surface defects of varying sizes (10-100 mm) and depths (3-7 mm) were introduced at multiple locations on the specimen surface as shown in Fig. 9(b) . The eight defects were either flat top (defects 1-4) or concave shape (defects 5-8). The size and depth of each defect were selected to simulate the typical defects found during common concretesurface inspections (Ytterberg 1996) . The subdivision size was selected to be 5 × 5 mm 2 for defect localization and quantification. Table 2 presents the scan parameters used in laboratory testing. To examine the effect of scan parameters on the performance of the proposed technique, a total of 18 scans were performed by varying the following scan parameters: (1) scan distance (4, 8, and 12 m) between the TLS and the test specimen; (2) angular resolution (0.009°, 0.018°, and 0.036°) of the TLS; and (3) incident angle (0°, 15°, and 30°) between the TLS and the test specimen. The measurement noise of the TLS was 0.3 mm at 10 m based on the vendor specification. The total scanning time was around 72 min for 18 scans (average 4 min =scan). The scanning time mainly depends on the selection of angular resolution, and scans with denser angular resolution (0.009°) required more time than scans with coarser angular resolution (0.018°). Fig. 10 shows the test results obtained with 8-m scan distance, 0.009°angular resolution, and 0°incident angle. Figs. 10(a and b) show the different sensitivities of DI 1 and DI 2 to the boundaries and inner areas of the defects, respectively. To minimize the mixed pixel problem that occurred at the edges of the test specimen, both DI 1 and DI 2 at the specimen's boundaries were set to zero. As before, the localization performance was improved with combination of the two defect indices [ Fig. 10(c) ]. Then, defect classification on each subdivision was undertaken [ Fig. 10(d)] . Table 3 summarizes the defect localization and quantification with 18 sets of scan parameters. Each entry in Table 4 is the average value obtained for all eight defects. The following observations are drawn from Table 4 : (1) The incident angle is the most critical parameter affecting the localization and volume-estimation accuracy. In fact, the accuracy deteriorates as the incident angle increases from 0°to 30°; and (2) increase of the angular resolution or the scan distance leads to a higher recall ratio and a lower precision ratio. Fig. 11 illustrates how the scan parameters affect the defectlocalization performance. The localization and quantification result for defect 5 is presented in Fig. 11 as a representative example. Comparison of Fig. 11(a) with Fig. 11(b or d) reveals that scan distance increase (12 m) or coarser angular resolution (0.018°) results in widening of the scan spacing and enhancement of the defect-localization performance, particularly the recall ratio. This phenomenon can be explained as follows: As the scan spacing increases due to a longer scan distance or coarser angular resolution, the number of scan points lying inside each subdivision is reduced. Because DI 1 of each scan point is determined by its eight neighboring points, the decrease in the number of scan points lying near edge subdivisions results in the increased sensitivity of DI 1 to the edge subdivisions of a defect. For instance, Fig. 12(a) illustrates that the edge subdivision with a longer distance or coarser angular resolution has less scan points (2 intact and 2 defect points in this example) within the subdivision, and the corresponding DI 1 is more sensitive to edge defects because the DI 1 values of all the points are affected by the defect points. By contrast, the other edge subdivision with a short distance or denser angular resolution includes nine scan points (6 intact and 3 defect points) within the subdivision, and results in a relatively lower DI 1 value because the left three intact scan points are not influenced by the defect points. As for the incident angle effect, Fig. 11(c) shows that, as the incident angle increases from 0°to 30°, the location of the estimated defect is shifted to the right of the actual defect. Fig. 12(b) illustrates that, as the incident angle increases, the scan spacing becomes coarser and subdivisions at the edge region of the defect may not include any scan points. In addition, this phenomenon becomes more serious when the defect depth increases at the defect edges. Therefore, the scan spacing with respect to the subdivision size should be properly selected for optical defect-localization and quantification performance.
Laboratory Test Results
Actual Concrete-Panel Test
To further examine the feasibility of the proposed localization and quantification technique for concrete spalling defects, an experiment was performed on an actual concrete panel with dimensions of 1,200 × 900 × 150 mm. Fig. 13 shows the overall test configuration and the details of the concrete panel. The same TLS used for the laboratory specimen test was utilized and positioned at a fixed distance of 10 m from the concrete panel as shown in Fig. 13(a) . The concrete panel was fixed to a concrete wall, and the TLS scanned the panel at two different angular resolutions, 0.009°and 0.018°. Nine artificial spalling defects with different dimensions and depths were introduced on the concrete-panel surface as shown in Fig. 13(b) . The defects were either flat top (defects 1-5) or concave shape (defects 6-9). The size of each subdivision was chosen to be 5 × 5 mm 2 as before such that the whole surface area is divided into 43,200 subdivisions. Fig. 14 shows the defect-localization results obtained with 0.009°angular resolution. As expected, Figs. 14(a and b) show the effectiveness of each defect-sensitive feature for detecting the edge and inner areas of the defects, respectively. Combining the two damage indices, enhanced defect-localization results are obtained in Fig. 14(c) , followed by the defect classification [ Fig. 14(d) ]. The defect-localization results show that all defects were successfully identified except defects 3 and 4, which have very small thickness deviations (3 and 2 mm). The manual inspection of the concrete panel revealed that the upper left corner of the panel has a noticeable nonflat surface, and this nonuniform surface condition is attributed to difficulties in detecting shallow spalling defects (defects 3 and 4). Tables 4 and 5 show the defect-localization and volume loss-estimation results for the concrete panel, respectively. Each entry in Table 4 is the average value of the seven successfully localized defects. The recall and precision ratios are 91.9% and 88.9%, respectively. In Table 5 , the average volume loss-estimation ratio is 84.8% in the case of 0.009°angular resolution. The results demonstrate that the proposed technique is able to successfully locate and quantify all surface defects except defects 3 and 4.
Discussion
All the simulation and test results presented in this study clearly indicate the importance of proper scan-parameter selection. It is recommended that the scan distance, incident angle, and angular resolution be no more than 12 m, 15°and 0.018°, respectively, to achieve correct localization and volume loss-estimation ratios of over 80% for spalling defects using the proposed technique. For example, if the TLS is 10 m away from a concrete structure, an allowed scan area corresponding to a maximum incident angle of 15°becomes 5.4 × 5.4 m 2 . Second, the relation between the subdivision size and scan spacing needs to be considered carefully. The size of the subdivision should be small enough to achieve precise defect localization, but sufficiently larger than the laser scan spacing. Theoretically, the subdivision size should be larger than the following scan spacing (Δ):
where L denotes the scan distance between the concrete surface and the TLS, and α R and α I denote the angular resolution and the incident angle, respectively. For example, if the subdivision size is 5 × 5 mm 2 , and L, α I , and α R are set to 15 m, 30°, and 0.018°, respectively, the scanning can be problematic because Δ (5.4 mm) is larger than the subdivision size. Based on the experimental results of this study, it is recommended that at least four scan points are included in each subdivision. Therefore, the scan parameters should be carefully selected to ensure a good accuracy of spalling defect localization and quantification.
Third, scanning time also needs to be considered. The scanning time is mainly dependent on selection of angular resolution, which dictates horizontal and vertical speeds of TLS. The size of a target structure also influences the scanning time. If scan parameters such as angular resolution and scan distance are assumed to be fixed, bigger size of target surface requires more scanning time than small-sized ones. Therefore, proper estimation of scanning time should be conducted before actual inspections for effective spalling defect detection.
Conclusions
This study presents a new defect-detection technique that can simultaneously localize and quantify spalling defects on concrete surfaces using a TLS. Two defect-sensitive features, which are complementary to each other, are proposed and combined for improved spalling localization and quantification performance. A defect classifier is also developed to automatically diagnose whether the investigated surface region is damaged, where the defect is located, and how large it is. Numerical simulations and experiments are conducted to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed defect-detection technique. The results demonstrate that the proposed technique can accurately estimate the location and volume of concrete spalling defects. Furthermore, a parametric study with varying scan parameters of TLS is performed for optimal scan-parameter selection. The proposed technique can offer the following features: (1) autonomous and simultaneous spalling defect localization and volume estimation, (2) improved defect localization and quantification with a combination of complementary defect-sensitive features, and (3) guidance for optimal scanparameter selection. In addition, the authors believe based on the results obtained that the proposed technique can be used to detect any spalling defect, which is bigger than 3 mm in both length and depth. Currently, the applicability of the proposed technique is, however, limited to flat concrete surfaces and two types of defects (concave-shape and flat-top defects), and shallow spalling defects (less than 3 mm deep) can hardly be detected. Further investigation is underway in the following directions: (1) extension of the applicability of the proposed technique to more complex structures and various types of defects, (2) enhancement of the detectability on shallow defects, and (3) integration of the TLS data with intensity images for more comprehensive analysis of spalling defects.
